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31 July 1956

MEMORANDUM FOR: Contract Officer

SUBJECT : R-W Matters

C

During a visit to the contractor the week of 9-13 Julv several
were discussed of which you should be iSormsi.

’

a. TEST SETS

?L^n^aCt°^ S
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emS t0 have in^erPreted TEST SET as meaninga portable unit for use on the flight-line or a pre-flightunit.
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e regards the equally essential Bench Test equipment
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ffther specific authorization and separateidentification. By w interpretation, the contractor is (or if
te) authorized inherently to produce the unique equip-ment necessary to operate and maintain any unique components he
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qa®3bion is raised at the moment with particular
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The limaediate procedural problem seems to
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J
or t0 subrait a proposal for Bench Test Units^ Pre-requisite to your authorizing him to proceed. Should youagree with ny interpretation, it is suggested that you advice thecontractor to include UNIQUE Test Equipment as an i?em on^Jlsubsequent "Scope of Work" submissions.

6. TRAINING SIMULATORS

(onlyfSra^ed^ T*8* message printer unitsS-cS l1 sirq3le system by which a pilot may become
°peration of the system and be checked out on itbefore attempting to use it operationally. Three of these arerequired. The contractor will submit a proposal for your consider-ation and approval. He will, however, proceed with the completion
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(e0 “ 0an *> «* to "A" whoJpSJSneed it; » The other 2 units can be made available 30 davs afterreceipt of your contractual authority to proceed.
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d. GROUND STATION INSTRUMENTS

You will recall that the contractor was authorized to furnish
approximately sp-3,000 worth of commercial electronic laboratoryW grade instruments for use in maintaining System II installations
at our Coramo ground stations. Somehow, the contractor's organization
failed to put the requirement into their procurement process. Ah
of 10 July, the stuff had not been ordered. As a consequence, R-W
is considering assembling the necessary instruments from their own
labs to send with the first several systems to the field. This
would be done on the basis of:

(1) Return to the contractor upon delivery to the
field of the new instruments, or,

(2) Exchange for new instruments to the contractor
and some adjustment in price for the difference
between "new" and "used" equipment.

Either method will have complications. You should be aware of the
matter.
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